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First Steps to Improvisation
A Modern Take on “Cobbler, Cobbler.”
Original poem by Paul Cribari

Welcome! Come into my store!
I have what you're looking for.
If you give me just a clue,
I will bring it right to you!

This lesson was actually born out of the traditional rhythm “Cobble Cobbler.” While I loved the
idea of my students improvising conversation between a cobber and their customer, I struggled
with the lack of personal meaning and connection that kids felt with the dated nature of the
poem. This was my updated solution!
We started with simply walking to the beat while I said the poem. At the end, you found a
partner to describe an object that you were looking for. This required you and your partner to

engage in conversation and listen for purpose. Later in the game, I added the above melody to
the poem. This was then transferred to the instruments through an additive/analytical process
in which one member of the session chose which phrase we would learn first. The remaining
sections were added subsequently.
Before learning the melody, we played a simple warmup based on breakfast foods. This is an
opportunity to not just warm up the voice and the hands, but for me as the teacher to learn a
bit more about my students. Other questions might be”
What’s your favorite cookie/ice cream?
What is your favorite book/show?
Where would you like to go out to dinner?
With the melody learned, we added a simple drone (a drone on just the 1st and 5th). The only
requirement on this would be that it fit within the meter I was playing on my drum. As the
group played, I found one that I knew would work and asked for an additional volunteer. Both
drones we listened to supported the melody well. I therefore invited everyone to pick one of
the two and we played them together. Later, I asked a few people to keep playing (alto
xylophones and basses) the remaining voices dropped out to play the melody.
IMPROVISATION
Improvisations in this activity were based in echo patterns. At first, I called out a simple rhythm,
and the class echoed it with mallet clicks. Next, I invited everyone to choose a single note and
play back my echo. Very soon, people started more than two notes! While this broke the “rule”
it also showed me who was ready to move on to the next level. Ultimately, we got to a place
where the class was creating their own patterns. This was incorporated into the larger work as
a B section, where the metals and xylophones improvised antiphonally.
Afterwards, we asked ourselves what I believe is the most critical lessons in any educational
experience: Who Cares?

The Recorder as an Accompaniment Instrument
“Tonic/Mediant Piece”
Paul Cribari and Richard Layton

This piece was introduced through Keith Terry’s style of body percussion. By combining
the simple ideas of tree (clap/chest/chest) and twos (clap/clap or eighth note patting) you
created a simple movement game/dance – first in groups of two and then in groups of four.
This could have absolutely been developed further, but for our purposes today only needed to
help secure the meter of five in our bodies.
We moved to the instruments, where you learned the difference between the pattern
of three (A minor) and the pattern of two (C major). Next, we used a graphic representation to
see the contour of the melody.
With the melody and accompaniment complete (but not exactly as written in the score)
we explored how a basic recorder idea might be used in an ensemble context. This is, for me, a
less traditional way of looking at recorder instruction. I have found it much more manageable in
terms of teaching kids how to use the instrument to (1) play a melodic ostinato rather than a
full melody (2) focus on playing just a few notes really well instead of a large number of pitches
and (3) improvise using the recorder in a very limited and manageable manner. While this
particular example uses a melodic ostinato, you could also create simple countermelodies that
accomplish the same goal. For an example of this, refer to “Moon” in The Elemental Style: Part
1.”

Body Percussion To Drumming
“Stress”
Music for Children, Volume I: Pentatonic
p.70, n. 10
Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman
Text by Paul Cribari
Deep breath
Deep breath
Give yourself a minute.
Take the time within it;
Don’t stress,
You don’t need to hurry
There’s no need to worry.
Just relax, relax, relax, relax.
Before we started this piece, we talked about the many different techniques you use for
managing stress. In just a few minutes, we were able to compile the following list:
Deep Breathing
Loud Music
Gardening
Rock Climbing
Podcasts
Baking bread
Community Ensembles
Making Music
Anything in Nature
Hanging out with friends
In a class of children, I would typically take time to look at how these different ideas can be
represented in the meter of three and practice putting them together in different
combinations. In the interest of time, however, we skipped this step and moved on to learning
the body percussion.
After a brief lesson/review of hand drum technique, the body percussion quickly transferred to
these instruments. As individuals, you created short improvisations based on the stress
activities we brainstormed at the beginning of the activity.
For me, there are two important things about this activity, First, it’s a potential mental shift the
idea that unpitched and body percussion pieces can be tranquil and calm rather than bombastic
and loud. Second, this example from Volume I of Music for Children illustrates one way in

which we as teachers can take music from the Schulwerk and adapt it to our own needs. This is
foundational in developing a deeper understanding of the elemental style. Orff and Keetman’s
examples in these books are a treasure trove of raw materials just waiting to be adapted and
changed in the service of creating engaging musical experiences with our students!

Vulnerability as a Component of Culturally Responsive Teaching
“Giants”
Text by Sir Isaac Newton
Melody by Paul Cribari
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Text by Sir Isaac Newton
Melody by Paul Cribari
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At the end of our time together, we discussed the six themes of Culturally Responsive
Education (CRE) as developed through the work of Dr. Adeyemi Stembridge. These themes of
Relationships, Cultural Identity, Engagement, Asset-Focused Factors, Rigor, and Vulnerable
offer us as music educators the opportunity to connect with our students, but an avenue to
help our students connect with music. In this part of our workshop, I modeled vulnerability by
sharing stories of how my grandfather was one of my heroes and continues to influence me to
this day.
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